INSTRUCTIONS TO INSTALL OUR SUG-T4 OR SUG-T3 GENERIC UPGRADE

Our SUG-T4 and SUG-T3 generic upgrade products are for people who have Stratocaster pickup configurations other than our standard right-hand SSS and HSS pickguards. These products are also for people who are either making a special control plate or are mounting our products into a custom body.

The below figure shows the product you will receive. Not shown are two additional thick spacing washers that you can optionally put onto each potentiometer shaft before attaching them to your pickguard or control plate. These spacing washers can be used to keep the volume and tone control knobs closer to the pickguard or control plate surface. If you are mounting this upgrade into a custom body, these spacing washers may not be needed.

The Volume/Tone control wire assembly has two pairs of red/black twisted wire ends. One wire pair is used to attach to your instrument’s input jack, with our red wire going to the hot lead of the input jack and our black wire going to the ground lead. The other red/black wire pair is attached to the Green terminal strip of the Switch assembly, with the black wire inserted into the GND connection and red wire inserted into the VOL connection. The wire pairs can be untwisted as needed to make connecting the wires easier.

After mounting the volume and tone controls, turn the shafts completely clockwise then attach the control knob (oriented with the numbers where desired) by pressing the control knob onto the potentiometer control shaft.

Information about using the switch product is on our website Document Library (see document #B or #C.)